Abstract Although mammography is the only clinically accepted imaging modality for screening the general population to detect breast cancer, interpreting mammograms is difficult with lower sensitivity and specificity. To provide radiologists "a visual aid" in interpreting mammograms, we developed and tested an interactive system for computeraided detection and diagnosis (CAD) of mass-like cancers. Using this system, an observer can view CAD-cued mass regions depicted on one image and then query any suspicious regions (either cued or not cued by CAD). CAD scheme automatically segments the suspicious region or accepts manually defined region and computes a set of image features. Using content-based image retrieval (CBIR) algorithm, CAD searches for a set of reference images depicting "abnormalities" similar to the queried region. Based on image retrieval results and a decision algorithm, a classification score is assigned to the queried region. In this study, a reference database with 1,800 malignant mass regions and 1,800 benign and CAD-generated false-positive regions was used. A modified CBIR algorithm with a new function of stretching the attributes in the multi-dimensional space and decision scheme was optimized using a genetic algorithm. Using a leave-one-out testing method to classify suspicious mass regions, we compared the classification performance using two CBIR algorithms with either equally weighted or optimally stretched attributes. Using the modified CBIR algorithm, the area under receiver operating characteristic curve was significantly increased from 0.865 ±0.006 to 0.897±0.005 (p<0.001). This study demonstrated the feasibility of developing an interactive CAD system with a large reference database and achieving improved performance.
Introduction
Breast cancer is one of the leading cancers in women over 40 years old worldwide [1] . Scientific research has found that earlier detection of breast cancer could reduce not only treatment cost but also patients' mortality and morbidity rates [2] . Although a number of screening tools such as breast magnetic resonance imaging [3, 4] have been approved and used as adjunct screening tools for the highrisk women identified by epidemiology-based risk models [5] , periodic screening with mammography is the only clinically accepted imaging modality for screening the general population to date. However, interpreting mammograms by radiologists is difficult and time-consuming due to the low cancer prevalence in the screening environment (i.e., less than three to five cancers detected per every 1,000 screening examinations), as well as a large variability of depicted breast abnormalities and overlapped dense fibro-glandular tissue on the two-dimensional projected images [6, 7] . As a result, both detection sensitivity and specificity of screening mammography are not satisfactory [8] particularly in younger women with dense breasts and in other high-risk groups.
For example, the reported sensitivity levels ranged from 16% to 40% for women carrying one of two breast cancer susceptibility genes namely BRCA1 and BRCA2 [9] . Meanwhile, a large fraction of women are likely to be recalled for additional imaging work-up and/or biopsy due to the indecisive interpretation in the screening environment [10] . Among the recalled cases, only a small fraction of biopsies (15-30%) prove to be malignant [11] . Hence, to help radiologists improve detection and diagnosis performance, a large number of computeraided detection and/or diagnosis (CAD) schemes have been developed and tested [12] . The commercialized computer-aided detection systems are currently available and routinely used as "a second reader" in a large number of medical institutions.
While studies have showed that using CAD helped radiologists detect more cancers associated with microcalcification clusters [13, 14] , current CAD has no or little impact in helping radiologists detecting more subtle cancers associated with mass-like abnormalities [15, 16] . Studies have shown that due to the inability to explain the reasoning of the CAD decision making (the "black-box" type approach) and the higher falsepositive cueing rates, radiologists in general had very low confidence in accepting or considering CAD-cued mass-like abnormalities [17] . As a result, although CAD is able to detect a fraction of cancers missed by radiologists albeit with a relatively high false-positive rates [18] , most of these subtle masses are cued by CAD only on one view and thus are discarded by radiologists as false-positives [19, 20] . As important, improperly using CAD (e.g., as "the first reader") could not only increase radiologists' recall rates but also reduce their detection sensitivity in the non-cued regions [21] .
To improve the clinical utility of CAD, a number of research groups have been actively working on developing a new type of CAD systems that enable to provide radiologists the reasoning information of CAD decision making and "visual aid" [22] . For this purpose, the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) methods previously applied in picture archiving and communication systems and medical informatics [23, 24] have also been integrated into CAD schemes [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Unlike conventional CAD schemes that detect and cue the suspicious abnormalities based on a "global" optimization function trained using the entirely available image database, the new CAD schemes using a CBIR approach applies an adaptive approach to generate each detection and/or diagnostic result based on the selection of local approximations as the target function for each unknown query of a suspicious testing region. Specifically, for each initially detected suspicious "lesion" depicted on one testing image, the CBIR-based CAD scheme segments the suspicious region and computes the likelihood of this "lesion" being positive (i.e., cancer). Each likelihood score is computed based on comparing the queried region with a set of "similar lesions" retrieved by CBIR algorithm from a pre-established reference database in which the status of all selected references ("similar lesions") has been previously verified. In addition, using the retrieved "similar" reference images, researchers have also developed the interactive CAD systems that can provide radiologists "visual aid" by displaying both CAD-generated detection and/or diagnostic scores as well as the retrieved "similar" reference images on the workstation screens. The feasibility of using CBIR algorithms to select visually similar breast lesions has also been previously demonstrated [30] . Such "a visual aid" approach aims to increase radiologists' confidence in accepting or considering CAD-cued results in their decision making and thus to improve radiologists' performance in diagnosis of breast cancer using mammograms. In this article, we presented a new interactive CAD system with several unique functions and tested a new approach to optimize CBIR algorithm to further improve CAD classification performance. The detailed description in system design, experimental procedure, along with the study results and conclusions, is presented in the following sections.
Materials and Methods
An Overview of an Interactive CAD System Figure 1 is a simplified dataflow diagram showing the concept and design of our new interactive CAD system. A conventional CAD scheme [31] is pre-installed in the system, which can preprocess the images of interest stored in the system. For each initially detected suspicious region, this CAD scheme uses a multi-feature-based artificial neural network (ANN) to generate a detection score indicating the likelihood of the region being associated with a truepositive mass. If the detection score is greater than a predetermined CAD operating threshold, the region is cued (marked) on the image. Similar to current commercialized CAD systems, the detection score of this cued region is not provided. If the detection score is smaller than CAD operating threshold, the initially detected suspicious region is discarded (not cued). One primary innovation (unique function) of our interactive CAD system is that it allows observers (e.g., radiologists) to query any undetermined suspicious regions either cued or not cued by the conventional CAD scheme. The new CAD scheme implemented in our interactive CAD system will conduct more detailed analysis and classification of the queried region. For this purpose, our interactive CAD system includes the following primary components (functions) and processing steps to response the queries generated by the observers.
1.
After reading and interpreting images of a test case and then viewing regions cued by the conventional CAD scheme, an observer can query any identified undetermined suspicious mass-like regions depicted on the images (no matter whether these are CAD-cued regions or not) by moving the computer mouse cursor inside the region and clicking the mouse button to send the command of processing and analyzing the targeted region to CAD scheme. 2. Once a suspicious region is queried, CAD scheme automatically searches for and detects a pixel with the minimum intensity value around the queried point as an initial seed of a suspicious region. From the detected growth seed, CAD scheme applies a region growth algorithm that combines a multi-layer topographic region growth and an active contour approach [28] to segment the suspicious mass region. The computed boundary contour of the segmented region will be displayed on the image. Since the accuracy of suspicious region segmentation determines the accuracy of extracted and computed image features used in CBIR algorithm, if the observer does not satisfy with the automated segmentation results, he/she can reject the automated results and manually draw the boundary contour of the suspicious region. 3. CAD scheme extracts and computes a set of 14 image features from the segmented region and its surrounding background. A pre-optimized artificial neural network based classifier [31] implemented in the conventional CAD scheme is called again to process this region and compute a detection score. This score is not provided and recorded in current CAD-cueing. In our interactive CAD system, this detection score will also provide to the observers showing the likelihood of this region associating with a true-positive mass based on a globalized optimization function. If the queried suspicious region is not originally cued by CAD, providing this detection score can also explain why this "subtle" mass region is initially detected but not cued (discarded). For example, the ANN-generated detection score of this suspicious region is lower than CAD-cueing threshold. 4. CAD scheme uses an early discard function reported in our previous study [32] to remove a substantial fraction of reference region of interests (ROIs) stored in the reference image database from the detailed analysis of using CBIR algorithm. Although the performance and robustness of all CAD schemes heavily depends on the size and diversity of reference databases, the CBIRbased CAD scheme uses an adaptive and "local" approximation method in which only a small number of references have direct impact on the detection or classification of the specifically queried ROI. Thus, early discarding the majority of reference ROIs with relatively lower correlation to the queried ROI is an important step to improve the computational efficiency of the CAD scheme as well as to reduce the "semantic gap" between computer vision and human vision [33] . 5. CAD scheme applies a CBIR algorithm to compare and retrieve a set of K reference images (ROIs) that are considered the "most similar" to the queried ROI. The searching and retrieving result of the CBIR algorithm depends on the effectiveness of the summary index or criterion (i.e., distance metric) to measure the Fig. 1 Illustration of an interactive system for computer-aided detection and diagnosis of mass-like breast abnormalities "similarity" level among the selected images. A new approach to measure similarity level was tested in this study, which will be discussed later in "A CBIR Algorithm". 6. Based on the similarity levels of the retrieved reference ROIs to the queried ROI and their verified outcomes (i.e., either positive or negative), CAD scheme computes a new classification score of the queried ROI. It indicates the likelihood of this region associating with a malignant mass. This new classification score often does not correlate with the detection score computed by the ANN of the conventional CAD scheme due to the use of different global-and local-based optimization approaches [34] . 7. The interactive CAD system then displays a set of retrieved "most similar" reference images and two scores of the queried region including the detection score generated by the conventional CAD scheme and the classification score generated by the new CBIR-based CAD scheme on workstation monitor screen. These displayed CAD results provide the radiologist a "visual aid" to interpret mammograms and diagnose the targeted suspicious or undetermined mass regions.
A Reference Image Database
One of the most important components in an interactive CAD system is to build a large and diverse reference image database (or library). In our research laboratory, we have gradually assembled and expanded a reference database by selecting and extracting regions of interest from the digitized screen-film-based mammograms. The detailed description of the method to build the reference database and the image characteristics of the selected ROIs have been reported in our previous studies [32, 33] . In brief, the original screen-film mammograms were collected from several medical institutions and they were digitized using several film digitizers with a pixel size of approximately 50×50 μm and 12-bit gray-level resolution. From the center of an identified suspicious mass region, a region of interest with a fixed size of 512×512 pixels was extracted. Using the ROI center pixel as a mass region growth seed, a CAD scheme was applied to segment the mass region and define region boundary contour. For each true-positive mass (either malignant or benign) region, the automated segmentation result was visually examined. If the noticeable segmentation error was identified, the mass boundary contour was manually corrected (re-drawn). Approximately half of verified masses were subjectively rated by radiologists as "subtle" to "very subtle" (namely, 4 and 5 in a five rating scale). Each nonmass depicted negative ROI selected in our reference database contains a false-positive mass that is automatically segmented and cued by the CAD scheme. In this study, the selected reference database includes 3,600 ROIs. Among them, 1,800 are true-positive regions that depict a verified malignant mass each and the remaining 1,800 ROIs are false-positive (cancer-free) regions in which 300 depict benign masses and 1,500 contain CAD-cued false-positive mass-like regions. A computer scheme was then applied to compute 14 morphological and intensity (pixel value) distribution features from each segmented mass-like region (including both true-positive and false-positive regions). Specifically, these features include three global features computed from the whole breast area segmented from the image and 11 local features computed from the segmented mass region and its surrounding background inside the extracted ROI (as shown in Table 1 ). The detailed feature definition and computing methods have been previously reported [32] . These 14 computed image features were saved in a reference feature data file that directly links to all extracted and selected ROIs in our reference image database.
A CBIR Algorithm
We initially developed and tested a content-based image retrieval algorithm using a multi-feature-based k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier to search for similar breast masses depicted on the reference database. The similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance (d) between a queried mass region (y T ) and each of the reference [32] .
A smaller distance indicates a higher degree of "similarity" between two compared regions. Using a distance weight:
KNN classifier computes a classification score indicating the likelihood of the queried region being a true malignant mass: are the distance weights for the true-positive (i) and false-positive ( j) mass regions, respectively. N is the number of cancer-verified truepositive (TP) mass regions, and M is the number of cancer-free including the benign and CAD-cued falsepositive (FP) regions. In this study, K015 as selected in a genetic algorithm-based optimization process [32] .
However, there are two major disadvantages of using this conventional KNN-based instance learning approach in an interactive CAD system. First, the cost of classifying new queried instance can be high in particular as the increase of reference database size to include or cover more different types of subtle mass-like lesions [35] . As a result, the queried region needs to be compared with a large number of reference regions but majority of them are irrelevant to the queried region. Second, the conventional approach of weighting all attributes (features) equally in the similarity search is also not an optimal approach [36] . To reduce the impact of these two disadvantages, we adopted two approaches in our CBIR algorithm. The first approach has been tested in our previous study [32] to eliminate a large number of unnecessary searches (the detailed comparison between the queried and reference regions). In brief, based on our observation and analysis on improving "visual similarity" of the retrieved ROIs, we added two boundary conditions on size and circularity difference between a queried region (S T and C T ) and a reference region (S r and C r ) in the KNN algorithm. These two empirically determined conditions were: (1)
, and (2) jC r À C T j 0:15. Circularity was defined as C ¼
, the number of pixels located both inside the growth region (N GR ) and the equivalent circle (N C ) divided by the number of pixels located inside the growth region alone. As a result, the KNN algorithm was restricted to selecting "similar" regions each with a reasonably comparable size and an overall shape. This "early" discard process does not only improve computational efficiency and also help to reduce "semantic gap" between computer vision and human vision on evaluating the similarity between the queried and the retrieved reference regions [28] .
In this study, we added and tested second approach to our KNN-based CBIR algorithm. To optimally use each attribute in a multi-dimensional feature space, we weighted each attribute differently by stretching (multiplying) a factor z r to each feature in computing Euclidean distance (d):
Similar to our previous study that using a genetic algorithm (GA) to search for the optimal feature set and K number [32] , we also applied the same GA-based optimization approach to search for the optimal stretching factors z r , r01,…14, used in the KNN algorithm. In our experiment, a binary coding method was applied to create GA chromosomes. The stretching factor of each attribute (feature) corresponds to three genes of a chromosome in which "000" indicates the smallest weight (z r 01) and "111" represents the greatest weight (z r 08). Hence, each GA chromosome includes 42 genes in this experiment. Using a leave-one-out testing method involving our reference database with 3,600 ROIs, GA iteratively performs cross-over and mutation operation to find the composition of genes improving the performance of the CBIR algorithm. At each of GA iterations, the area under receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was computed based on the corresponding composition of genes selected by GA. When there is no performance improvement in the new generation or the searching generation reaches the predetermined maximum number (i.e., 100 in our studies), the GA optimization was terminated and the selected stretching factor set was applied to the KNN-based CBIR algorithm implemented in our interactive CAD system.
Performance Assessment
We first tested the functionality of our interactive CAD system and then assessed the potential CAD scheme performance in classifying between the malignant mass regions and benign or CAD-cued false-positive regions. Specifically, when applying the optimized CBIR scheme, a retrieved reference image (ROI) is considered to be clinically relevant if it belongs to the same class (cancer-verified or cancer-free) of the query image (ROI). Since CBIR schemes use the instance-based machine learning methods that depend only on the nearest neighbors and/or locally weighted regression to approximate real-valued or discrete-valued target functions, no pre-training process is needed to construct a general and explicit target function. Thus, to test and evaluate the performance of our CBIR-based CAD scheme using a leave-one-out testing method, each of 3,600 ROIs in our reference database was separately used once as a queried (testing) ROI. In this iterative process of performance evaluation, once a testing ROI is selected, the CBIR scheme searched for K015 ROIs that are considered the most similar to this queried ROI through the remaining reference database with 3,599 ROIs (excluding the queried region itself). As a result, a set of K similar reference ROIs and a corresponding classification score is generated for the queried ROI. Based on the detection scores for both truepositive and false-positive ROIs, we applied a maximum likelihood (binormal) ROC data fitting and analysis program (ROCKIT, http://www-radiology.uchicago.edu/krl) to generate ROC curve, compute the area under ROC curve (AUC) and its 95% confidence interval. The AUC value was used as an index to assess the classification performance of CBIR-based CAD scheme in selecting clinically relevant reference ROIs. The performance levels were then compared between CAD schemes using two KNN algorithms. One used equally weighted and another used optimally stretched attributes in the multi-dimensional feature space. The significant difference in the classification performance (p value) was computed.
Results
An example of how, using our interactive CAD system, to process an image is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . When applying the conventional CAD scheme to independently process the two images (CC and MLO view of one breast) as displayed in left column of Fig. 2 , the scheme detects and cues one suspicious mass region on each image and several microcalcification clusters (as shown in middle column of Fig. 2) . If an observer queries a CAD-cued mass region, our interactive CAD scheme automatically segments the region, computes image features, applies the conventional CAD scheme to process this region again to acquire the original detection score (that is not provided in the original cueing), and uses a CBIR algorithm to search for a set of K015 most similar suspicious mass regions stored in our reference database and compute a new classification score of this region being malignant. Among the 15 retrieved reference ROIs, 12 most similar ROIs in the sorting list are displayed (as shown in right column of Fig. 2) . The interactive CAD system will also show and report the observer two likelihood scores that represent the original detection score generated by the conventional CAD scheme with an ANN classifier and the classification score computed by the new CAD scheme using the CBIR approach, respectively. In CC view image, the detection score is 0.96 and the classification score is 0.74, while in MLO view two scores are 0.91 and 0.80, respectively. Due to the difference of tissue overlapping in the CC and MLO view, one mass projected on two images often have different image features. As a result, two sets of CBIR-selected reference ROIs as well as two CADgenerated scores could also be different for two queried regions of the same mass.
Our interactive CAD system also allows the observer queries any visually identified suspicious regions (no matter whether they are cued or not cued by the conventional CAD scheme). Assuming the observer queries two regions associated with one suspicious mass depicted on CC and MLO Fig. 2 An example of applying the interactive CAD system to process two images (CC and MLO view of one breast) where the left column shows the originally digitized mammograms, the middle column shows the images with CAD-cueing results (with one cued mass and several cued micro-calcification clusters), the right column shows two sets of 12 CBIR-selected reference ROIs depicting the similar mass regions to the CAD-cued mass regions. By counting horizontally row-by-row from the top left ROI (1) to the bottom right ROI (12), the reference image set of CC view includes eight ROIs (1, 2, and 5-10) depicting malignant masses, two ROIs (3 and 12) depicting benign masses, and two ROIs (4 and 11) depicting CAD-cued false-positive regions, while the reference set of MLO view includes eight malignant ROIs (1-4 and 7-10), two benign ROIs (5 and 12), and two CAD-cued false-positive ROIs (6 and 11) view images (as pointed by the arrow in left column of Fig. 3 ), our CAD scheme fails to correctly segment this suspicious region in CC view image as shown by the segmented boundary contours on the top left image due to the partial dense tissue overlapping. The observer can reject the segmentation result and manually draws the boundary contour as shown on the top middle image of Fig. 3 . CAD scheme is forced to process and analyze the manually defined region in this CC view image. The results displayed on the workstation screen include two sets of 12 CBIR-selected ROIs depicting the suspicious mass regions that are considered similar to the queried one (as shown in right column of Fig. 3 ) and CAD-generated scores. For the suspicious region queried in CC view, the likelihood of this region being a mass is 0.54 (detection score) and the likelihood of the region being malignant is 0.22 (classification score). For the queried region in MLO view, the CAD-generated detection and classification scores are 0.52 and 0.40, respectively. Based on CAD analysis, this is an uncued mass-like area (because the detection scores of two regions depicted on CC and MLO view images are smaller than CAD operating cueing threshold of 0.56 [31] ) and the probability of this area associated with malignancy is also low based on the comparison of the CBIR-selected similar reference regions. Figure 4 shows and compares two ROC-type performance curves of our interactive CAD system evaluated using two KNN algorithms with the same reference database of 3,600 ROIs and a leave-one-out testing method. The original KNN algorithm uses the equally weighted 14 attributes (features) in computing similarity distance index, while in new KNN algorithm 14 attributes are stretched based on the optimization coefficients generated using genetic algorithm. The selected stretching coefficients on 14 attributes are 3, 3, 4, 7, 3, 6, 1, 7, 4, 5, 2, 5, 7, and 4, respectively. Using the original KNN, the area under ROC curve is AUC 00.865 and its 95% confidence interval (CI) is [0.853, 0.876]. When using new KNN, the classification performance level of the interactive CAD system is significantly increased (p < 0.001) to AUC 00.897 with the corresponding 95% CI of [0.887, 0.907]. (1) to the bottom right ROI (12), the reference image set of CC view includes three ROIs (6, 9, and 10) depicting malignant masses, three ROIs (3, 5, and 11) depicting benign masses, and six ROIs (1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 12) depicting CAD-cued falsepositive regions, while the reference image set of MLO view includes five malignant ROIs (3, 5, 6, 9 , and 12), one benign ROI (2), and six CAD-cued false-positive ROIs (1, 4, 7, 8, 10 , and 11) Fig. 4 Comparison of two ROC-type performance curves of our interactive CAD scheme evaluated using a leave-one-out testing method involving 3,600 ROIs in the reference database. One curve (solid line) was generated using a new KNN algorithm with an attribute stretching function (AUC00.897±0.005) and another curve (dashed line) was generated using the original KNN algorithm with equally weighted attributes (AUC00.865±0.006)
Discussions
Since the current conventional CAD schemes have lower performance (including both sensitivity and specificity) than radiologists in detecting mass-like breast abnormalities or cancer and the CAD is used as "a second reader," using a "black-box" type cueing concept adopted by current conventional CAD schemes is very difficult to convince radiologists accepting CAD-cueing results (if they are different from the original interpretation of the radiologists) [17] . Hence, to improve clinical utility of mammographic CAD schemes in mass detection and help radiologists more accurately detect/diagnose the subtle mass-like abnormalities, the interactive CAD concept and the real-time use of a CBIR algorithm with a large and diverse reference database may ultimately play an important role in future CAD development and application. Specifically, the interactive CAD system enables to retrieve similar images or ROIs with verified diagnostic truth and compute a new classificationbased score. These results may provide radiologists useful "visual aid" in their decision-making process of detecting or diagnosing subtle cancers. In this article, we demonstrated a unique interactive CAD system. Although many approaches to improve performance of clinical relevance and visual similarity of our interactive CAD schemes have been reported in a number of our previous studies [28, 32, 33, 35, [37] [38] [39] , this article demonstrated following three innovative characteristics or unique functions that have not been reported in previous studies.
1.
Since conventional CAD could miss or be unable to cue a high fraction of subtle masses [31] , we added a function in our interactive CAD system, which allows an observer to query any suspicious regions (no matter whether it is cued or not cued by CAD). Thus, the new CAD integrated with a region segmentation algorithm, a global feature-based classifier (ANN), and a local region-based learning method (CBIR) will process and analyze the queried region and provide the observer feedback or evidence of why CAD does or does not detect (or cue) this region. The observer can view two CAD-generated scores and compare a set of retrieved similar reference regions. Such "visual aid" information may help the observer more accurately decide whether this queried suspicious region is associated with a subtle mass or not. 2. Since the complex overlapping of dense fibro-glandular breast tissue on a two-dimensional projection image (mammogram) can make the boundary or partial boundary of some subtle masses quite vague, automatically segmenting these mass regions can be difficult and often inaccurate. This is one of the important reasons that the conventional CAD schemes are unable to detect these suspicious mass regions. To increase the flexibility of our interactive CAD system, we also added a function that allows the observer to manually correct and resegment the suspicious mass regions. There is no difference for our CAD scheme to process the automated or manually segmented regions. 3. Since the features computed from the reference ROIs in a multi-dimension (e.g., 14) space domain are unlikely to be uniformly distributed, the conventional KNN algorithm using an equally weighted distance index may not be an optimal approach [36] . Thus, we modified our KNN algorithm by adding a new optimal function of stretching the attributes (features) in the multi-dimensional space. The preliminary experimental result using our expanded reference database indicated that this new modification was able to further improve classification performance of the KNN-based CBIR algorithm. The reliability of the evaluated CAD classification performance could also be increased with smaller standard deviation of computed AUC value (as shown in Fig. 4 ).
In summary, we reported in this article our continuous effort to improve the potential clinical utility of applying the interactive CAD systems by implementing more userfriendly functions to control the interaction between the observer (radiologist) and CAD schemes, as well as to improve CAD classification performance by using a modified KNN algorithm. Although we demonstrated several advantages of our interactive CAD system, this is a preliminary technology development study with a number of limitations. First, we only evaluated the CAD classification performance (Fig. 4) on the entire database. Since our current reference image database was composed by integrating images acquired from a number of independent small databases, many radiographic features (e.g., mass boundary types and mammographic density BIRADS ratings) are not available for all images or masses in our reference database. Hence, the classification performance differences of our CBIR-based CAD scheme on different sub-groups of cases (e.g., four density BIRADS groups) have not been evaluated to date. Second, the ROIs used in our reference database were extracted from the digitized mammograms. Currently, the full-field digital mammography (FFDM) has been widely used in the clinical practice of many medical centers to replace screen-film-based mammography. Due to the different image characteristics of digital and digitized mammograms, the CAD schemes developed using digitized images need to be converted and re-optimized using the FFDM images in the future studies. Third, whether and how using this interactive CAD system could actually help increase radiologists' confidence in accepting or considering the CAD-cued suspicious mass regions and thus improve their performance in detecting more subtle mass-like cancers at an early stage has not been tested to date. Despite the limitations in this early development stage, we believe that due to the large image repositories in the clinical environment, the complexity of retrieving the clinically relevant images, and the need of the reference images to compare the similar cases with previously verified results in the image diagnostic practice, developing the similar interactive CAD systems integrated with the advanced CBIR algorithms for detecting breast cancer or other types of cancers and diseases will continue attracting wide research interest in the medical imaging and informatics fields. The success of this approach will substantially improve the clinical utility of CAD technologies and better help radiologists interpret or diagnose medical images in the future clinical practice and applications.
